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Abstract

We compare four paradigms that have recently been the subject of considerable
attention: mobile agents, distributed shared memory (DSM) systems, coordination
paradigms, and self-migrating threads. We place these paradigms in a common frame
work consisting of three layers: the computational model, the implementation of the
computational modelon a physical architecture, and the interface between the computei-
tional model and the system'senvironment. We consider two examples ofself-migrating
thread systems—Messengers and WAVE—and place these into the same framework
to illustrate their relationship to the other related lines of research in terms of their car
pabilities to organize and coordinate computation, map the concurrent activities onto
a multicomputer architecture, and provide an interface for interaction with their envi
ronments on the underlying host computers.

1 Introduction

Mobile agents, distributed shared memory (DSM) systems, coordination paradigms, and
self-migrating threads represent four lines of research that have each gained considerable
attention in recent years. Mobile agents provide autonomous service entities capable of
roaming communication networks in search of information and services. DSM aims at pro
viding an abstraction for distributed memory computers such that applications could be
written using shared memory programming paradigms. Coordination paradigms also fo
cus on providing structured abstractions of the data or information space but, in addition,
provide new conceptual models for expressing concurrency and coordination among the ac
tivities operating on the structured logical space. While these three research areas appear
to be unrelated, there are similarities amoug them that are best understood by examining
them in a common framework together with self-migrating threads. Self-migrating threads



navigate through a logical space, based on their own internal program and state, and col
lectively solve a global problem through their individual efforts. The self-migrating threads
draw heavily on ideas from the other three areas.

The main objective of this paper is to tie together these four lines of research by placing
them within a common frameworkconsisting of three layers—(1) the computational model,
(2) the implementation of the computational model on a physical architecture, and (3) the
interface between the computational model and the system's environment. We consider

two examples of self-migrating thread systems—Messengers and WAVE—and place these

into the same framework to illustrate their relationship to the other related lines of research

in terms of their capabilities to organize and coordinate computation, map the concurrent
activities onto a multicomputer architecture, and provide an interface for interaction with

their environments on the underlying host computers.

2 Mobile Agents

Mobile agents are self-contained entities that can navigate autonomously through the un
derlying network and perform a variety of tasks in the nodes they visit. Figure 1(a) captures
the essence of most mobile agent systems, which focus on the following major aspects:

• The computational model underlying mobile agents system is similar to a multi
threaded environment, where individual threads consist of a program and a state, and

communicate with one another via shared or distributed memory mechanisms. The

main extension to this model is navigation. The computational model provides spe

cial commands or other linguistic constructs, that enable individual activities (agents)
to relocate themselves or their clones to other physical nodes in the network and to

continue executing in the new environment.

• To serve a useful function, a mobile agent must be able to interact with the envi

ronment of the host on which it currently resides. This is accomplished by providing
an interface to the host's operating system, which permits the agent to access data
and/or invoke services available on the current host. This also Includes issues of se

curity to ensure a mutually satisfactory level of protection for both the agent and the

host.

• To permit autonomous navigation, a layer of software consisting of interpreters is

superimposed on the underlying physical network. Each interpreter runs in the form

of a "daemon" process, i.e., a continuously running process whose task is to receive

agents, interpret their behavior, and send them on to other daemons as necessary.

The interpreter daemons themselves have no intelligence, all functionality is carried
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Figure 1: Comparison Framework, (a) Mobile agents, (b) DSM. (c) Coordination
paradigms, (d) Self-migrating threads.

as part of the mobile agents. Each daemon must explicitly be started on every physical

node that wishes to participate in the mobile agent infrastructure. The daemons then

use existing physical links to communicate with one another. Hence the mapping of

resulting "daemon network" onto the physical network is trivial; the former is a subset

of the latter as determined by the user.

A number of mobile agent projects have been started in recent years. Most focus on

"intelligent" agents, i.e., those that can serve as personal assistants, roaming the Internet

and perform arbitrarily complex services on behalf of their users. One of the first proposals

was Telescript [GM96], which was centered around the design of a special-purpose language
for expressing agents' behaviors, including their ability to move themselves around the



Internet. More recent approaches rely on existing languages, such as Java (used by IBM

Aglets [LO]) or Tcl/Tk (used by Agent Tel [Gra96] and Tacoma [JvS95]). They focus on
the abstractions provided for agent development and use, and the supporting infrastructure,

for example, by utilizing existing communication protocols like HTTP [LDD95].

Another focus of mobile agents research has been on intelligent communication. This

is best represented by the Messenger projects of the U. Geneva [Tsc93]. Mobile agents
(coincidentally also called messengers) are viewed as "prototypic" mobile agents on top
of which more complex "intelligent" agents can be built. The objective of this project is

to replace traditional messages and communication protocols by mobile agents. A node

wishing to communicate with another first dispatches an agent to the target node. This
carries the logic of an arbitrary communication protocol, which it establishes on the target

node. This protocol is then used for subsequent message exchange between the two nodes

and discarded when it is not longer needed.

There is a number of advantages of mobile agents over traditional approaches that ac

count for their popularity. First, they offer a more natural metaphor for both users and

programmers in that they replace the traditional client/server or send/receive points of view
by self-contained activities that encapsulate both communication and remote computing. A

second advantage is the inherently open-ended nature of mobile agents, which permits new

functionality (e.g., new communication protocols) to be introduced at runtime as needed.

Finally, mobile agents can significantly reduce message traffic is client/server type applica

tions. Instead of engaging in a bandwidth and latency intensive message exchange with a

server, the client may dispatch an agent to the server site, which performs all the necessary

interactions locally. When the task is completed, it reports the answer to the original client.

Hence only a single "round trip", traveled by the object, is necessary between the client

and the server.

The heavy lines of Figure 1(a) indicate the emphasis of mobile-agents system on the

agents' navigational capabilities, the daemon infrastructure, including its mapping to the

physical network, and the agents' interface to the host's environment.

3 Distributed Shared Memory

Distributed shared memory (DSM) systems provide the illusionof a common shared memory

on a multi-computer, where each node only has a private local memory and can communicate

with other nodes via a network or a switch. Figure 1(b) captures the essence of most DSM

systems, indicating the main emphasis of this line of research:

• The shared space provided by a DSM system is a passive component, which is accessed

by the various applications running on the system. The organization and structure



of the shared logical space is what distinguish^ different DSM approaches. These

represent the trade-offs between the expressiveness or convenience of use for the pro

gramming language operating on this space versus the resulting performance.

• The implementation provides the mapping of the logical space onto the physical ar

chitecture. Its complexity depends on the size of the semantic gap that must be

bridged.

One of first approaches to providing DSM was based on paging [Li88]. Similar to a paged-

based virtual memory in a single-processor system, the virtual shared space is partitioned

into fixed-size pages. However, instead of moving them between primary and secondary

memory as needed, they are moved between different processors. A number of implemen

tations have been proposed to keep track of the migrating pages to facilitate performance

while ensuring that memory consistency is not violated.

The above approach to DSM guarantees sequential memory consistency, which is the

most convenient from the programming point of view but also the most costly to implement.

Other approaches have taken a more restricted view of what a DSM is to gain better

performance. These restriction require the memory consistency model to be weakened. For

example, a causally consistent DSM guarantees that different processes see only causally-

related accesses to the shared variables in the same order, while causally-unrelated accesses

may eb observed in a different order. In addition, the view of the shared memory may

change. That is, instead of providing a one-dimensional flat sequence of data locations, thus

mimicking the view of physical RAM, the shared portion may be restricted to only certain

variable or data structures. In this case, special synchronization primitives are typically

provided, with the understanding that the consistency of the shared data is guaranteed only

in conjunction with these primitives. For example, release and entry consistency guarantee a

consistent view of shared data only when a critical section is exited or entered, respectively.

Regardless of the particular scheme or implementation, the focus of all DSM-based

schemes is the logical space organization and its mapping onto the underlying physical

architecture, as shown by the heavy lines of Figure 1(b).

4 Coordination Paradigms

Coordination paradigms are closely related to DSM and it is difficult to draw a clear line

between the two research thrusts. We characterize coordination paradigms as approaches

that go significantly beyond the scope of DSM by addressing not only the aspect of space

but also integrate its operational aspects into a common model:



• Like DSM, coordination paradigms provide the abstraction of a logical space, which
consists of data and possibly functions, and which is structured specifically to facilitate
the development of distributed applications. Unlike DSM, it is not always the data
that is brought transparently to the current activity (processes or thread) as needed.
Rather, a coordination paradigm may support the ability of an activity to relocate
itself to another (physical or logical) domain to gain access to some data.

• In addition to the above spatial aspect, coordination paradigms also incorporate a
temporal aspect by providing specific mechanisms or constructs to operate on the
logical space, thus coordinating the concurrent activities comprising the computation.
These, in general, are closely integrated with the logical space. They typically include
mechanisms for controlling synchronization, communication, and creation/destruction
of the computational activities required to orchestrate the operation of a complex
system. Hence, from the programming point of view, coordination paradigms may be
viewed as extensions of the DSM concept.

The two abstract layers, which are the main focus of all coordination paradigms (as
indicated by heavy lines of Figure 1(c)),are then mapped onto the underlying computational
structure—a network or a multiprocessor. The mapping, however, is typically outside of
the scope of the coordination paradigm.

A large number of coordination paradigms have been proposed and developed in recent
years, which can be subdivided into several broad categories. One approach to coordination
utilizes channel-based communication between processes. Processes communicate directly
with each other by reading from and writing to ports. Ports of processes are connected to
ports of other processes via channels. This approach leads to a clean separation of compu
tation and coordination functions. A process performs its own computation, by computing
values to be written to its output ports from values read from its input ports. The coor
dination requirements of a process, such as connecting its ports to ports ofother processes
through channels are handled by other processes. Examples of the channel-based approach
are the IWIM model [Arb96], and the ConCoord programming environment [Hol96].

Another approach to coordination is medium-based coordination. At a very abstract
level, all medium-based approaches to coordination work on the same principle. There is
a common medium, or state space, shared by the processes. Processes can modify the
state space, and these modifications affect the behavior of other processes. Computation is
performed by the processes, and coordination is achieved through the shared state space.

One ofthe most prominent examples ofthe medium-based approach is Gamma [BL93],
based on a chemical reaction metaphor. The state space is a multiset of objects. Gamma
programs consist ofmatched (reaction conditions, action) pairs. Execution proceeds by



replacing a collection ofobjects that satisfy a reaction condition by the result ofapplying the
corresponding action. As programs are executed, they may cause multiset transformations
that create the reaction conditions necessary to allow other programs to execute.

Another well-known example of coordination through a shared state space is the Linda
system [CG89]. The state space is a pool of data called a tuple space. Processes may insert,
read, and remove tuples from the tuple space using various primitives. They mayalsospawn
new activities that leave new tuples in the tuple upon their termination. Processes select
tuples associatively, by issuing requests for tuples that match certain templates.

In the Linda model, the state space is shared by all processes. PoliS [Cia94] is an
enhancement to the basic model intended to simplify the design of distributed systems.

PoliS allows multiple named tuple spaces, called places, where each tuple belongs to exactly
one tuple space. The execution threads in PoliS are autonomous active tuples, called agents.
Because agents are tuples, an agent belong to exactly one tuple space. An agent can read
tuples inside its own tuple space and can write tuples to any tuple space. These simple
operation provide a uniform approach to spawning new activity, the migration of such
activities, and the exchange of information among them.

Despite the significant differences among the various coordination paradigms, they all
share the common characteristics captured by the two highlighted layers of Figure 1(c).

5 Self-Migrating Threads

Messengers [BFD96, FBDM98, FBDM97] and WAVE [SB94] are two related systems
that are based on the principles of self-migrating threads, called Messengers and WAVE
programs, respectively. The two systems have several important features in common. In
particular, both distinguish three separate levels of networks. The physical network is the
underlying computational resource. The daemon network is a collection of Unix processes,
each running an interpreter, whose task is to interpret the behavior of the self-migrating
threads. The logical network is an application-specific computation network created at run
time on top of the daemon network. Multiple logical network nodes may be created on the
same daemon network nodes, thus running on the same physical node, and they may be

interconnected by logical links into an arbitrary topology.

The self-migrating threads navigate through the logical network based on their own
internal program andstate. Theyare also capable ofcloning themselves, both implicitly and
explicitly, to follow multiple links or to perform different subtasks. This is accomplished by
explicit navigationalstatements, which also permit the creation or destruction of logical links
and/or nodes. A number ofoptional parameters may be specified as part ofthe navigational
statements, including the specification of particular nodes, links, or link weights. Wild



cards may also be used for partial matching. The self-migrating thread is replicated and
propagated to all destinations that match the navigational specification.

Self-migrating threads may also perform arbitrary computations in the nodes they visit.
This can take two forms. First, the object's internal program may contain computational

statements, which are interpreted, and which permit arbitrary arithmetic, logic, and control
operations to be performed. Second, the objects may invoke ordinary C functions as part

of their behavior or spawn complete programs as separate concurrent Unix processes. The
C code is executed in native mode of the current physical node. Both system also support

implicit mapping of the logical network onto the daemon network.

The main features that distinguish Messengers and WAVE lie mostly at the program
ming paradigm level. WAVE has its own special-purpose language, capable of expressing
a wide spectrum of navigational strategies, including AND/OR-parallel, sequential, and

negated exploration of the logical network. In addition, the runtime system maintains a

distributed trace of all paths followed by any WAVE program, which is use for backtrack
ing. In contrast. Messengers uses C to describe all Messengers behaviors. This includes

an interface to the host's environment, which permits the dynamic loading, linking, and
execution of native code. This interface is open-ended in that the C programs or functions

need not be known at systems initialization. Unlike Wave programs, Messengrs are also
capable of interacting with any other currently running Unix processes using either a shared

buffer or a message queue. The Messengers runtime environment also provides explicit
support for temporal coordination by maintaining global virtual time. Finally, WAVE'S

daemon network is not an abstraction of the physical network since logical nodes and navi
gational commands may refer directly to physical nodes. Messengers, on the other hand,

completely hides the physical network and hence is capable of dynamic resource utilization.

6 Conclusions

Let us now return to Figure 1(d), which illustrates graphically the capabilities of self-

migrating threads vis-a-vis the other three lines of research discussed earlier. This shows

that self-migrating threads incorporates aspects of mobile agents, DSM, and coordination
paradigms by explicitly addressing all levels of the proposed framework:

Like coordination paradigms, self-migrating threads provide mechanisms for organiz
ing the data and activities in space. This consists of a logical network, which contains

local variables accessible by activities operating in the current logical node.

Self-migrating threads also support temporal coordination. Computations are capable
of moving autonomously through the logical network, accessing data and functions in



each node, and coordinating their activities with one another. This form of navigation
is reminiscent of mobile agents but is performed at the logical rather than the daemon
level and thus is an integral part of coordination.

Like mobile agents, self-migrating threads use a daemon network that provides an
abstraction of the underlying physical network. This permits activities to migrate
between physical nodes and hence is used to implement navigation in the logical
network. That is, whenever an activity moves between two logical nodes mapped
onto separate physical nodes, the corresponding daemons accomplish the transfer.

The daemons also play a crucial role in the mapping of the logical organization to
the physical network, thus explicitly addressing the mapping problem that is the
main focus of DSM systems. The logical network is the shared space potentially
accessible by any Messenger. It is however not a simple linear array of cells. Rather,
all variables are segregatedinto logical nodes and connected bylogical links. Whenever
a Messenger hops from one node to another, the set of shared global variables it is
able to access at that moment changes.

Like mobile agents, self-migrating threads also support an interface to the system's
environment, which allows the current activities to access data and services provided
by the host's operating system. In particular, a Messenger can dynamically load, link,
and execute a C function in native mode, spawn a new concurrent UNIX process to
run any C program accessible on the current host, and it can also communicate (via
a shared buffer or a message queue) with any currently running UNIX process on the
same host.
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